Introduction
These proceedings contain the papers presented at the 10th Web as Corpus Workshop (WAC-X 2016) organized by the ACL Special Interest Group on Web as Corpus (SIGWAC), co-located with the ACL conference 2016. It took place on August 12, 2016.
With WAC-X, the series of WAC workshops continues its successful tradition going back to 2005. Thematically, the WAC workshops have always been positioned between computational linguistics and theoretically oriented empirical linguistics, and this year is no exception. A majority of the accepted papers relates in some way to the construction of web corpora (Barbaresi, Salway et al., Krause, Würschinger et al., Mendels et al., Ljubešić and Fišer, Schäfer) with a clear tendency towards specialized corpora collected for individual research questions and towards data sources similar to but not identical to the web (such as Twitter). The extraction and generation of meta data for web-derived (or similar) corpora has also been a recurring theme in Web as Corpus workshops (Schäfer and Bildhauer, Barbaresi, Dalan and Sharoff). A lot of the accepted papers also deal with research based on web data (Krause, Würschinger et al., Mendels et al., Ljubešić and Fišer) , demonstrating that web corpora are a unique source of data in (computational) linguistics and related fields.
We received a total of 15 full paper submissions for the main workshop (5 short, 10 long) of which 9 were accepted (2 short, 7 long), resulting in an overall acceptance rate of 60% as the result of a double-blind peer review process (three independent reviews per paper).
Adding to the success of the WAC-X event was the inclusion of the final presentations for the shared task on Automatic Linguistic Annotation of Computer-Mediated Communication/Social Media (EmpiriST). The papers by the five competing teams and the introductory paper by the organizers are also included in these proceedings. System descriptions were reviewed non-anonymously by the task organizers and participants. Each submitted paper received two reviews. All papers meeting our formal requirements and quality standards after revisions were accepted for publication, regardless of whether they make a novel research contribution.
In these proceedings, the WAC-X papers are printed before the EmpiriST papers. In both groups, the papers are printed in the order of the corresponding presentations.
We would like to thank all authors for submitting their research to WAC-X and the members of the program committee for their hard work reviewing the papers and making valuable suggestions.
